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Disclaimer
This presentation (the “Presentation”) is issued by Gresham House Asset
Management Ltd (“GHAM”), Investment Manager for Gresham House Strategic plc
(“GHS”) for information purposes only. This Presentation, its contents and any
information provided or discussed in connection with it are strictly private and
confidential and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, directly or
indirectly, to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose,
without the consent of GHAM (provided that you may disclose this Presentation on a
confidential basis to your legal, tax or investment advisers (if any) for the purposes of
obtaining advice). Acceptance of delivery of any part of the Presentation by you
constitutes unconditional acceptance of the terms and conditions of this notice.
This Presentation does not itself constitute an offer to subscribe for or purchase any
interests or other securities. This Presentation is not intended to be relied upon as
the basis for an investment decision, and is not, and should not be assumed to be,
complete. It is provided for information purposes only. Any investment is subject to
various risks, none of which are outlined herein. All such risks should be carefully
considered by prospective investors before they make any investment decision.
You are not entitled to rely on this Presentation and no responsibility is accepted by
GHAM, GHS or any of its directors, officers, partners, members, employees, agents
or advisers or any other person for any action taken on the basis of the content of
this Presentation. Neither GHAM, GHS nor any other person undertakes to provide
the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation
or to correct any inaccuracies therein which may become apparent.
No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is
made or given by or on behalf of GHAM, GHS or any of its respective directors,
officers, partners, members, employees, agents or advisers or any other person as to
the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this
Presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any such
information or opinions.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments may fall
as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount invested. Changes in
rates of foreign exchange may cause the value of investments to go up or down. No
representation is being made that any investment will or is likely to achieve profits or
losses similar to those achieved in the past, or that significant losses will be avoided.
Prospective investors should seek their own independent financial, tax, legal and
other advice before making a decision to invest.

The internal rates of return or IRRs presented on a “gross” basis do not reflect any
management fees, carried interest, taxes and allocable expenses of the kind that will
be borne by investors in a fund, which in the aggregate may be substantial.
Prospective investors are reminded that the actual performance realised will depend
on numerous factors and circumstances some of which will be personal to the
investor.
Statements contained in this Presentation that are not historical facts are based on
current expectations, estimates, projections, opinions and beliefs of GHAM. Such
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, and
undue reliance should not be placed thereon. In addition, this Presentation contains
“forward-looking statements.” Actual events or results or the actual performance of
the Fund may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forwardlooking statements.
Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from
published sources prepared by third parties and in certain cases has not been
updated to the date hereof. While such sources are believed to be reliable, neither
GHAM, GHS nor any of its directors, partners, members, officers, employees,
advisers or agents assumes any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of
such information.
No person, especially those who do not have professional experience in matters
relating to investments, must rely on the contents of this Presentation. If you are in
any doubt as to the matters contained in this Presentation you should seek
independent advice where necessary. This Presentation has not been submitted to
or approved by the securities regulatory authority of any state or jurisdiction.
For the Attention of United Kingdom Investors
This Presentation is intended for distribution in the United Kingdom only to persons
who: (i) have professional experience in matters relating to investments, (ii) who are
investment professionals, high net worth companies, high net worth unincorporated
associations or partnerships or trustees of high value trusts, and (iii) investment
personnel of any of the foregoing (each within the meaning of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005).

For the Attention of Investors outside the United Kingdom
This Presentation relates to an Alternative Investment Fund within the meaning of the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive and the availability of this
Presentation will be subject to registration in relevant jurisdictions as described in the
documents relating thereto. Any dissemination or unauthorised use of this
Presentation outside the United Kingdom by any person or entity is strictly prohibited.
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Gresham House Strategic plc - The Opportunity
▪

Compelling opportunity to buy at a 30% discount to
NAV1

▪

Concentrated portfolio with considerable potential

Relative Performance
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▪

upside, attractively valued and tracking in line with

110

-15%

investment manager’s thesis

105

-20%
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-25%

Portfolio valued at a discount to market together with

95

share price discount to NAV creates a ‘double
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-35%

discount’
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▪

Proven team - long term 20-year track record2

▪

Right timing – Focused on undervalued areas (Small-

GHS DISCOUNT

SMXX

ASX

Source: Bloomberg, as at 29 March 2018

Cap, Value) in a market that is increasingly favouring

GHS Portfolio Metrics vs. Indices

stock-pickers3
▪

GHS NAV

Intention to continue dividend payments following

GHS
Current4

GHS
Forecast4

FTSE
Small
Cap
Current

FTSE All
Share
Current

FTSE
AIM
Current

maiden 15p dividend and share buyback in April

EV:Sales

0.8x

0.7x

1.0x

1.4x

3.0x

2017

EV:EBITDA

6.3x

5.1x

10.7x

9.4x

24.0x

Sales Growth

14%

N/A

3.7%

3.7%

8.6%

Net.
Debt:EBITDA

-0.3x

-0.5x

2.2x

1.4x

0.2x

1 Discount to NAV as of 29 March 2018 and using GHS mid-price of 825.38p
2 See slide 8

Source: Bloomberg Data for FTSE All-Share, Small Cap and AIM market, Company Accounts
and House Broker Forecasts for GHS Portfolio Holdings as of 29 March 2018

3 “Stock Pickers are poised to reap gains from falling correlations” Cormac Mullen, Bloomberg, 4 August 2017
4 GHS Current and Forecast values strip out 3 investments that currently are private companies and do not have public forecasts and 1 public company that has forecasts under review (Quarto plc).
Metrics take into account the discount to NAV and are calculated at a portfolio level. Forecasts are calendarized to December year-end. Current represents 2017, forecast represents 2018. Market ratios
based on rolling 12 months.
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Public Equity – The Market Opportunity
FTSE All Share median EV/EBITDA multiple (x)
Smaller companies attractively priced
▪

The valuation differential between large stocks above

14

11.5

12
10
7.7

8

£250m and smaller, less liquid stocks is significant

6

▪

The valuation dislocation has been increasing

4

▪

Significant opportunity to generate superior long-term

2
0

returns investing in good quality, intrinsically
undervalued smaller companies

Value stocks set to outperform
▪

Recent relative under-performance of value versus
growth provides potentially strongest argument for value

in 40 years
▪

Stocks with value characteristics have been overlooked
for much of the last five years

Mkt Cap below £250m

Mkt Cap above £250m

Source: Bloomberg data to 29 March 2018

Value Versus Growth

2.0

+2 Std Dev

1.8

+1 Std Dev

1.6
Trend

1.4

-1 Std Dev

1.2

-2 Std Dev

1.0
0.8
0.6
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Source: Bloomberg data to 29 March 2018
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2015

Public Equity – Investment Opportunity
Influential minority stakes

Gresham House Value Enhancement

(5%-25%) and active management of investments
(including Board introductions, advisory)
Highly engaged strategy
Adding value as an active investor supporting strong
management teams

Provision of
Capital

Strategic and
Corporate
Advice

Access to
Sector
Experts and
Directors

Operational
Improvement

Investor
Relations and
Market
Engagement

Targeting inefficient areas of public markets
Smaller companies (illiquid, under researched, barriers to
growth capital)
Focus on profitable, cash generative companies
Which are intrinsically undervalued and can benefit from
strategic, operational or management initiatives

GHS offers investors a
portfolio of
investments that are
currently…

Thorough diligence to identify value creation catalysts
Improved return on capital, profit growth, multiple
expansion, debt reduction and cash returns

3) Forecast to grow
faster

1) Less expensive than
the market

Flexible mandate up to 30% can be invested in unquoted
Pre-IPO, direct private equity, P2P, preferred positions

2) Supported by
stronger balance sheets
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Discount to NAV and Strategy offer a ‘Double Discount’
1. GHS plc shares currently trade at a 30%1 discount to NAV
2. The NAV represents a concentrated portfolio of stocks which GHAM believes to be trading below intrinsic value:
▪ Gresham House Investment theses for the portfolio holdings identifies key value creation drivers to realize intrinsic
value over the medium to long term
Capturing the ‘double discount’
Re-rating

Value
investments
with intrinsic
upside

Cash generation

NAV uplift - Realisation of
Portfolio’s intrinsic value

Earnings growth

GHS share
price
long term
potential

GHS share
price
today
Cash invested in
strong pipeline

30% Discount
to NAV

Discount to NAV closed
Portfolio
management

1 Discount to NAV as of 29 March 2018 and using GHS mid-price of 825.38p
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Gresham House Strategic Plc: Top 10 Portfolio Holdings
NAV £43.4m (1,186.3)1

£19.3m

£3.8m

£3.5m

Undervalued with strong
growth prospects

Buy & build, organic growth
plus strong cash generation

Recovery and growth,
investing alongside
management

£1.3m

Earnings recovery, de-gearing
supplemented with modest
organic & acquisition growth
at attractive valuations

£1.5m

Growth capital supporting
strategic refocus

£1.4m

Strategic change and
expansion

£2.2m

Pre-IPO opportunity,
Convertible loan notes and
equity investment

£1.0m

£1.7m

Significant operational gearing
and scope to improve ROCE

£0.9m

Site rollout, earnings growth,
high return on capital

Recovery, margins and
growth alongside strategic
refocus

Other Investments – £3.8m
Cash and cash equivalents – £3.0m
Tax losses – c. £150m
1 NAV, Cash and holdings value data as of 29 March 2018 using bid price per share data
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Public Equity – Track Record
The team launched and managed the SPE strategy while working at SVG Investment Managers
Company

Fund

Vehicle

Years

Track Record

Downing LLP

PFS Downing Active
Management1

OEIC

2011-2016

73% total return since inception vs 55%
FTSE Small-Cap ex IT.

SVG Investment
Managers

Strategic Equity Capital plc

Investment Trust

2005-2010

11% IRR since 2007

Schroder Ventures
(London)

Strategic Recovery Fund I

Limited Partnership

2003-2006

46% net IRR (03 Vintage)

2

3

3

Schroder Ventures
(London)

Strategic Recovery Fund II

Limited Partnership

2006-2011

6% net IRR (06 Vintage). Remaining
equity investments distributed to LPs in
4
specie : E2V plc +78%, Journey Group plc
+34% and Lavendon Group plc +12%

Schroder Ventures
(London)

UK Focus Fund

OEIC

2003-2010

78% total return 2003–2010 vs 14% for
5
SMXX

Philips & Drew

UK Equity Fund

Segregated Institutional
mandates & Unit Trust

1999 - 2002

Top Quartile vs. CAPS UK Equity Median

* Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and there can be no assurance that the fund will have comparable results or that the fund will be able to implement its investment strategy
or achieve its investment objective.
1 Tony Dalwood chaired Downing Active Management Fund Investment Committee from July 2011 – Dec 2014. Total return Performance data up to 26 Dec 2014
2 Gresham House Asset Management Limited calculations excluding dividends 7yr IRR from 2007 when SEC became fully invested to 2014, including period subsequent to the departures of Graham
Bird (Feb 2009) and Tony Dalwood who left SVG in March 2011 having stepped down from the SEC plc Investment Committee, moving to non-executive Chairman of SVGIM on 30 Sept 2010.
3 GVQIM website.
4 Bloomberg data (total return since 30 July 2013 when SRF II wound up through to 30th July 2015) – SEC plc continues to follow an SPE style of investment & demonstrates the success of the strategy
over the investment cycle.
5 Bloomberg data – total return. Tony Dalwood left SVGIM in March 2011 therefore data tracked for UK Focus Fund from Aug 2003 (July inception) - 31 Dec 2010.
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Investment Team and Investment Committee
Tony Dalwood
Fund Manager and
Investment Committee
(Chairman)
Started Gresham House
Asset Management in 2015
Over 23 years experience in
Public and Private Equity
Previously at SVG Advisers

Graham Bird
Fund Manager and
Investment Committee
Joined in 2015
Over 25 years experience in
Public and Private Equity
industry and advisory.
Previously at SVGIM

Pardip Khroud (ACA)
Investment Director
Joined in 2015
Over 15 years experience in
Transaction Services,
Restructuring and Private
Equity.
Previously at Lloyds
Development Capital (LDC)

Laurence Hulse
Investment Associate
Joined in 2015
Over 4 years experience
Previously at Rothschild as
an intern in the M&A team.

Tom Teichman
Investment Committee
30 years experience in VC’
and Banking.
Co-Founder of The Garage
Previously CEO of Gresham
House Strategic (formerly
Spark Ventures)

Rupert Robinson
Investment Committee
Joined in 2015
Over 25 years experience in
Private Wealth and Asset
Management.
Previously at Schroders
Private Bank

Bruce Carnegie-Brown
Investment Committee
Over 30 years experience in
Private Equity
Currently at Lloyd’s Banking
Group
Previously at Banco
Santander, Aon UK Ltd, and
Catlin Group Ltd
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Conclusion

▪ Attractive entry point – 30%1 discount to NAV
▪ Significant potential upside – Realising intrinsic value of portfolio
▪ Portfolio approaching ‘fully invested’ – Cash weighting reduced to <7% NAV
▪ Timing – Compelling case for small vs large & value vs growth
▪ Investment team with a strong track record of delivering long-term absolute returns
▪ Alignment - Gresham House plc and team members owning >20% of the Fund
▪ Portfolio investments compare favourably to the indices on valuation, growth forecasts and gearing

1 NAV, Cash and holdings value data as of 29 March 2018 using bid price per share data
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Appendix
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Gresham House Strategic Plc: Shareholdings1
Shareholders

%

Gresham House Plc

19.3%

M&G

11.7%

Smith & Williamson

8.6%

River & Mercantile

8.0%

Unicorn Asset Management

4.6%

Hargreaves Lansdown

3.9%

Charles Stanley

3.0%

Berkshire County Council

2.9%

Alliance Trust Savings

2.3%

Investec Wealth & Investment

2.2%

1 As at 29 March 2018, most recent Link Asset Services shareholder report and accounting for subsequent TR-1 notifications
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Highlights

2009

Jun-15

Dec-15

Jun-16

Dec-16

Jun-17

2009: Realisation strategy
Aug 2015: Appointment of GHAM
Dec 2015: Name change to Gresham House Strategic Plc
Aug 2016: New ‘sister’ fund - Gresham House Strategic Public Equity Fund LP
April 2017: Maiden dividend and share buy-back totalling £900,000
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IMI Mobile - GHS shareholding c.15%1
“Undervalued and poorly understood, significant growth and re-rating opportunity”
The Story

Value creation to realise intrinsic value

IMI provides software and services centred around mobile data and consumer
engagement, helping enterprise clients engage and transact with their customers
more efficiently through mobile devices.
▪

Market leader in a sector driven by macro mega-trends

▪

Strong IP (suite of software applications - scalable cloud based)

▪

High visibility and recurring revenues, good cash generation and strong

Realisation of
growth
opportunity

Investor
engagement

Share register
restructure

balance sheet

GH engagement and support

Investment thesis
Re-rating
▪
▪
▪
▪

Re-rating to peer group average/P-E arbitrage opportunity
11x curr. EV/EBITDA1, falling to 9.2x2 FY19 vs peer group 15.8x3
Company has a history of being misunderstood – Slowly improving
Use of channel partners and resellers to accelerate growth

Earnings growth
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
1
2
3
4
5

Organic with proven M&A capability

Increasing exposure to higher margin areas and geographies
Significant structural growth drivers - global trend towards digital communications and
engagement via mobile devices
Significant operational gearing – clear target to grow EBIT margin

Cash Generation
▪

Trading at a discount to peers

Track record of strong cash flows

Business is highly cash generative which supports reinvestment for growth and improving
return on capital
>100% cash: EBITDA conversion4
94% revenues are recurring5
Held across two funds
Investec research January 2018 and Bloomberg data as of 21 February 2018
Investec determined peer group as of January 2018
Investec research note June 2017
Company interim results presentation 30 September 2017

Source; Bloomberg
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Earnings and
revenue
growth to
achieve scale

Northbridge - GHS shareholding c.11.5%1
“Recovery and growth capital investing alongside management”
The Story

Value creation to realise intrinsic value

Northbridge manufactures specialist industrial equipment for sale and rental and is
a leading global supplier of load banks. The company’s key markets are oil & gas
and power generation.
The business came under pressure at start of the downturn in the oil and gas sector
as E&P activity as well as wider capital spending (shipbuilding, power generation,
construction). As the market begins to recover we expect the business to
strengthen in-line with our investment horizon.

Successful
renegotiation
of banking
covenants

GH spent over six months engaging with the management team as supporting the
next phase of the company’s growth plan.

Refinancing of
balance sheet
through
underwritten
equity issue

Engage new
routes to
market to
grow
revenues

Support
management
with board
expertise

Sector
recovery

GH engagement, funding and support

Investment thesis
Re-rating
▪
▪

Underpinned by realisable assets - Attractive entry point at 60% of net asset value
Multiple expansion – Entry EV/EBITDA at 4.8x representing a >60% discount to peers and
a low point compared to the preceding 2 years’ trading range2

Earnings growth
▪
▪
▪

Recovery from stressed rating as market improves

Cost reductions and trading conditions improve

Margin recovery – Profit growth as margins recover to long-term average
Significant costs taken out of the business during the downturn
Capacity taken out of the market during the down – Company positioned for pricing power
in a upturn

Cash Generation Cash generation and significant reduction in capex
▪
▪
1
2
3

Inherently strong cash flow generation from operations –Free cash flow yield of >20%3 at
GH entry price
Pay down of debt to increase equity value

170

Significant support with market communications

150
130

GH additional
investment

110
90
70

GH engagement on
NED candidates
GH Original
Investment

GH NED candidate
appointed

50
Nov 2015 Mar 2016 Jul 2016 Nov 2016 Mar 2017 Jul 2017 Nov 2017

Source; Bloomberg, as at 6 March 2018
Held across two funds
Bloomberg data
Free cashflow yield GH 2017 forecasts (operating cashflow after interest & tax, less maintenance capex. EV based on fully diluted number of shares at 75p and forecast net debt).
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Be Heard – GHS shareholding c.10%
“Primary growth capital, supporting buy & build strategy”
Value creation to realise intrinsic value

The Story
Be Heard's strategy is to create a mid-size digital marketing network providing more
flexibility than holding groups and greater scale than digital specialists can achieve.
Growth will be achieved through acquiring smaller, niche complementary
businesses in the UK, US and Europe and organically developing capability.

Additional
bolt on
acquisitions

The first significant set of results in Q317 demonstrated the potential of the strategy
and operational capability of the business to integrate and cross sell effectively.

Increased
cross selling
and
integration
of
capabilities

Support
management
with board
expertise

Realisation
of growth
strategy

Balance
sheet &
incentive
scheme
structuring

GH engagement, funding and support

Investment thesis
Re-rating

Scope for re-rating as business achieves scale

GH support on
M&A activity

5.5

GH engagement on NED candidates

5
▪

▪

Valuation arbitrage - Larger companies in the sector currently in excess of >12x
EV/EBITDA1
If proven management team can repeat previous success market likely to re-rate the
business as the growth story is realised

Earnings growth

Proven buy & build strategy led by sector leaders

4.5
GH NED candidate
appointed

4
3.5
3

▪
▪
▪

Track record of successful acquisitions provides scope for further M&A
Adding new services to existing platform offers earnings accretion, cross-sell opportunities
and margin improvement
Significant revenue and cost synergies available from buy and build strategy

Cash Generation
▪

Opportunity for high-margin income once at scale

2.5

GH support on incentive
scheme restructure

GH Original
Investment

2
1.5
Nov 2015 Mar 2016

Strong cash flow generation from operations and earnings growth expectation

Jul 2016

Nov 2016 Mar 2017

Jul 2017

Source; Bloomberg, as at 6 March 2018

1 Bloomberg data for M&C Saatchi and Next Fifteen plc as of 29 September 2017 sourced from Bloomberg
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Quarto Group – GHS shareholding c.4%
“Secondary with opportunity for growth capital”
The Story

Value creation to realise intrinsic value

Quarto is a leading global illustrated book publishing and distribution group. Quarto
creates more than 1,500 adult and children's books a year, sold into 35 countries
and in 25 languages.
▪

▪

▪

Share price fell heavily in 2017, following downward revisions to forecasts which
followed a change in accounting policies and disposal of two non-core
businesses, leading to a shift in the seasonality of the business towards H2.
Operational performance in H2 was substantially stronger, demonstrating
underlying value of the business which has seen a recovery in the share price.
Underlying business remains a proven buy and build model to expand the
library available through Quarto’s effective distribution platform.

Restore
confidence and
support
continuation of
strategy

Significant
market
engagement

Continued
success of bolton acquisition
model

Earnings and
revenue growth
to accelerate
deleveraging

Significant GH engagement and support

Investment thesis
Re-rating
▪
▪
▪

Trading at a distressed valuation

Re-rating to historic levels pre-announcement
Five year historic P/E range of 4-15.x, currently at 4x1
Return of consumer demand over the longer term

Earnings growth

350

300

Collaboration with management to
provide advisory support on
acquisition strategy and model

250

Proven bolt-on acquisition model
200

▪
▪
▪
▪

Track record of successful acquisitions provides scope for further M&A
Adding new catalogues to existing distribution platform offers earnings accretion and
margin improvement
Significant scope for cost efficiency improvements.
Significant operational gearing – clear target to grow EBIT margin

Cash Generation
▪

Retail weakness

Cash generation to increase equity value

Business is cash generative which supports deleveraging of balance sheet

150

GH Original
Investment

Significant engagement with the board
around options for the company
following change in amortisation policy
and weak retail demand – numerous
options discussed

100
Nov 2015 Mar 2016

Significant engagement with
management following share
price distress

Jul 2016

Nov 2016 Mar 2017

Jul 2017

Source; Bloomberg, as at 6 March 2018

1 GHAM calculations using data from Stockdale Securities 29 September 2017
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Case studies

Holding in company

16.2%

Convertible loan note and private equity

Secondary – Recovery and growth
▪ Earnings recovery (refocus on core UK business).
▪ Margin recovery (cost reduction in non-core areas).
▪ Multiple expansion / re-rating.

Growth capital supporting buy and build strategy
▪ Earnings growth (bolt on acquisitions and synergies).
▪ Margin growth as business achieved scale.
▪ Re-rating and arbitrage opportunity at IPO.

Engagement
▪ Significant strategic input with management.
▪ Supporting shareholder engagement.

Engagement
▪ Supporting company on near-term path to IPO.
▪ Engagement and advice on M&A activity.

80
10000
70

9500

60
50

Added to position – January 2017

40
30
20

9000
8500
8000
7500
7000

10

6500

0
Nov 2015 Mar 2016 Jul 2016 Nov 2016 Mar 2017 Jul 2017 Nov 2017

6000
Nov 2015

Source: Bloomberg, as at 29 March 2018

FTSE Financial Services Index

May 2016

Nov 2016

May 2017

Source: Bloomberg, as at 29 March 2018
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Case studies

Holding in company

4.6%

Holding in company

2.4%

Primary – Growth capital supporting roll-out strategy
▪ Earnings growth (through site roll-out).
▪ Attractive return on capital characteristics with ability to
invest for organic growth.

Secondary – operational gearing and AUM growth
▪ Earnings Growth (organic).
▪ Improved return on capital assisted by return of cash to
shareholders (buyback and increased dividend).

Engagement
▪ Support of strategy.
▪ Introduction to GH industry advisor.

Engagement
▪ Engagement on board structure/composition.
▪ Engagement on FM incentive schemes.

160

50

150

45

40

140

Entry point – Aug 2015

35
130
30

Entry point –May 2017

120

25

110

Increased holding

20

100
Apr 2017

Jul 2017

Source: Bloomberg, as at 29 March 2018

Oct 2017

Jan 2018

15
Nov 2015 Mar 2016 Jul 2016 Nov 2016 Mar 2017 Jul 2017 Nov 2017
Source: Bloomberg, as at 29 March 2018
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Case studies

Holding in company

2.1%

Secondary – Growth capital to support strategic refocus
▪ Margin growth (cost control).
▪ Earnings growth (focus on higher margin services, shift
away from print services; cross selling).
▪ Improving quality of earnings (focus on recurring
revenues).
Significant engagement
▪ Strategic input with management.

Holding in company

3.1%

Secondary – Recovery and cash generation
▪ Cash generation (cost cutting).
▪ Resolution of HMRC offers potential of return of cash to
shareholders.
Significant engagement
▪ Initial engagement with Executive Chairman on HMRC
issues.
▪ Shareholder dialogue.
70

58

65

56

60

54

55

52

50

50

45

48

40

46

35
Entry point – July 2017

44

Entry point – October 2017

30

42

25

40
Mar 2017

Jun 2017

Sep 2017

Source: Bloomberg, as at 29 March 2018

Dec 2017

Mar 2018

20
Jun 2017

Sep 2017

Dec 2017

Source: Bloomberg, as at 29 March 2018
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Case studies

Holding in company

2.2%

Profits growth, cash generation, improved valuation
▪ Acceleration of earnings growth via active growth strategy
▪ Effective sales team implementation and expansion
▪ Margin growth; expansion into UK mid-markets companies
▪ Regulatory changes requiring businesses to provide
quarterly tax returns
Engagement
▪ Support on growth strategy
90
85
80
75
70
Entry point – May 2017

65
60
Apr 2017

Jul 2017

Oct 2017

Jan 2018

Source: Bloomberg, as at 29 March 2018
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